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Minutes of the Regular Meeting 

1. The meeting was called to order at 7:03 p.m. Members present were Leonard Clark, chairman; 

Donald Passardi, vice chairman; Roger Ingraham, Becky Kraussmann, and Beth Magura, recording 

secretary. A quorum was established. 

Also in attendance were Selectman Rick Hartenstein, who is a trustee of the Annette Hyde Colton 

Fund, and Rich Shafer, VFW Quartermaster, who is involved in oversight of the lease of Memorial Hall 

in Stafford Hollow by the local VFW post. 

2. Review of the minutes of the June 27, 2019, special meeting: Donald Passardi made a motion to 

approve the minutes from the 6/27/2019 special meeting; this motion was seconded by Becky 

Kraussman. The motion was unanimously passed by the group. (The 7/22/2019 SHAC meeting was 

cancelled .) 

3. Review of progress on the repair of the fieldstone fa(:ade of the Stafford Community Center (aka 

the old State Police Barracks on Route 190). 

Chairman Leonard Clark reported on a recent visit to see mason Gianni Calvo at the Community 

Center. Mr. Clark said that Mr. Calvo's work is nearly completed; Mr. Calvo is now working on 

completion of a new coping cap. (The original coping cap was considered not protective enough of the 

stonework below it, thus contributing to the degradation of the fieldstone masonry during the 

intervening 80 years since it had been built. Construction of the one-story rectangular structure is 

thought to date to 1927, when George Gary, who owned the lot, and the Bogue Co. of Stafford Springs, 

built the original structure especially for the State Police barracks. (For more background information, 

see Report 3 of the Stafford Historic Advisory Commission. Recommendations to the Board of 

Selectmen Regarding the Stafford Community Centers Historic Fieldstone Fa~ade. This report was 

posted at the end of the minutes of SHAC's 9/10/2018 Special Meeting. Scroll to page 4 of the meeting 

minutes found here : http://records.st affordct.org//files/2018/SHAC!09-1D-Minutes.pdf .) 

Commissioner Donald Passardi had also stopped by to talk with Mr. Calvo. Commissioner Becky 

Kraussmann commented that the restored fieldstone masonry now looks better than ever. SHAC 

members are pleased that the Board of Selectmen took seriously the Commission's recommendations 

to repair and restore the fieldstone fal;ade rather than replace it with vinyl siding and thin-stone 

veneer. 

4. Discussion of SHAC participation in the Tricentennial Exhibition Hall on 9/21/2019. 


Sign up is brisk for spaces in the Tricentennial Exhibition Hall to be held at the Speedway on 9/21/2019. 


http://records.staffordct.org//files/2018/SHAC!09-1D-Minutes.pdf


Commissioner Magura, who is helping in the Tricentennial Committee's efforts to organize the 

Tricentenniai Parade and Party, asked whether SHAC members wished to tend an information table at 

the Exhibition Hall. Ms. Magura and Ms. Kraussmann are already committed to cover other aspects of 

this event, and it was felt that manpower and energy to adequately stage an information table is 

lacking. So SHAC will not register for a spot at the Exhibition Hall. 

5. Discussion of the site visits of two building conservation companies to Memorial Hall in Stafford 

Hollow. 

In April 2019, communications began with building conservation companies that have expertise in 

advising on how to preserve a structure such as Memorial Hall. Of particular concern is obtaining 

advice on whether it is possible to conserve the decorated plaster interior, yet accommodate 

upgrading the building to accommodate public use in the upcoming decades. Two companies 

responded to SHAC's inquiries. 

Blackburn Building Conservation. Prior to submitting any type of bid for an initial site inspection and 

existing conditions report, the principals of Blackburn Building Conservation from Middleborough, MA, 

waited till early August to visit Memorial Hall. On Aug. 6, Ted Eayrs and his son Walter chose to stop by 

for a short site visit when they were en route to projects they were contracted to do in longmeadow 

and Springfield. Informal notes taken during this brief site visit are attached to the end of these 

minutes as Appendix 1 

John Canning & Company. On April 24, 2019, two representatives of John Canning & Co. arranged to 

have a consultation call with Commissioner Beth Magura. After receiving various photographs and 

supportive materials from Ms. Magura, John Canning & Co. submitted a proposal to do a preliminary 

site assessment and existing conditions report for $1,650. After the Trustees of the Annette Hyde 

Colton Fund put down a 25% advance on this fee, it was agreed that representatives of the firm would 

travel to Stafford to see Memorial Hall firsthand. On Aug. 16,2019, David Riccio (an architectural 

materials specialist and paint expert) and David Wenchell (an architect) spent about half a day on-site. 

See Appendix 2 for informal notes taken during this site visit. 

Their initial visual inspection and existing conditions report about Memorial Hall will be forthcoming 

from Mr. Riccio and Mr. Wenchell of John Canning & Co. 

6. Discussion about the Allen Bridge and the condition report that is expected from Old Structures 

Engineering of New York City. 

On July 3,2019, Marie Ennis, a principal of the firm named Old Structures Engineering (OSE) of New 

York City, visited Stafford to inspect the Allen Bridge and provide objective advice on how to stabilize 

it. On Aug. 19, Chairman Clark inquired of Ms. Ennis on the status of the expected OSE report. Ms. 

Ennis promptly replied to say that the firm has been "besieged by emergency work for the NYC 

Department of Buildings" related to a gas explosion in the Bronx and a fire-damaged building in 

Manhattan." She plans to follow up on the Allen Bridge report by early September. 

New hole in sidewalk near SW Hyde Park entranceway wall. On Aug. 18, 2019, a hole in the pavement 

adjacent to the SW wall of the Allen Bridge was pointed out to Commissioner Magura. Ms. Magura 

notified SHAC members, who expressed concern about the recent heavy rains accelerating the 
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undermining of the southwest wall of the Allen Bridge and Hyde Park entranceway. SHAC is eager to 

receive the forthcoming OSE report. (See Appendix 3, "August 19, 2019: Update on the condition of 

the Allen Bridge," for dated photos showing the area in question.) 

4. Public comment. Rich Shafer, VFW quartermaster, reported that he and lisa Dunay are searching 

newspaper digital archives for articles about the history of Memorial Hall in Stafford Hollow. His goal 

is to create a website devoted to Memorial Hall to generate more interest among the townspeople. 

Mr. Shafer reported that the VFW intends to donate 25% of the money paid for bingo cards to the 

Annette Hyde Colton Trust Fund, which is used to maintain Memorial Hall. Recently, the Stafford Arts 

Society held a bingo night and about $20 was donated to the Trust Fund. In this way, citizens can 

support both the VFW and the Trust Fund. 

Mr. Shafer confirmed that the VFW would be pleased if the Stafford Historical Society would create in 

the foyer a semi-permanent display devoted to the history of Memorial Hall. Commissioner Becky 

Kraussmann, who is also the vice president of the Stafford Historical Society, said that it is possible 

some portion of the Tricentennial History Exhibit planned for Oct. 19-20 could be adapted for this use. 

Mr. Shafer reported that a new VFW sign has been installed at the driveway/entrance on Orcuttville 

Road/Route 319. 

SHAC members expressed admiration for the energy and enthusiasm of Mr. Shafer. Selectman 

Hartenstein concurred. 

5. Old business. There was no old business. 

8. New business. Commissioner Donald Passardi pointed out that in the minutes of the 8/20/2019 

Board of Selectmen's meeting First Selectman Mitta discussed an estimated cost of $15,000 to board 

up the rest of the Witt School (see Item NO. 7 in the BaS minutes). Mr. Passardi remarked that 

boarding up the building would result in total deterioration of the building's interior, if there is no 

accommodation for any type of ventilation . He suggested that SHAC learn more about the motivation 

for this step and whether there have been any recent attempts to lease the building for an acceptable 

use. 

Mr. Passardi also took the opportunity to ask Chairman Clark if he has any plans to recruit new 

members of the Stafford Historic Advisory Commission. 

9. Adjournment. Commissioner Roger Ingraham made a motion to adjourn, and Ms. Kraussmann 

seconded the motion, which was unanimously passed by the group. The meeting adjourned at 

8:30 p.m. 

(JJ!jjJ sll/>mitted. 

Beth Magura 

Recording Secretary 

Stafford Historical Advisory Commission 
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Appendix 1 to 8/26/2019 SHAC Meeting Minutes 

August 2, 2019 

What is this? 
Notes jotted down after several Stafford residents met with Ted Eayrs and Walter Eayrs of Blackburn 

Building Conservation LLC, Middleboro, MA. Note taker: Beth Magura, recording secretary, Stafford 

Historic Advisory Commission 

Goal of Meeting: 
In April 2019, Ted had expressed interest in advising the Trustees of the Annette Hyde Colton Fund on 

the best way to preserve Memorial Hall in Stafford Hollow. Although Beth had sent them PDF layouts 

conveying historical information and photos of the interior and exterior, Ted and his son Walter said 

they'd stop by to see Memorial Hall, in person, when en route to other jobs in Longmeadow and 

Springfield, MA. 

Town residents present for this meeting: 
Rick Hartenstein (Town Selectman and AHCF Trustee), Leonard Clark (chairman, Stafford Historic 

Advisory Commission), Richard Shafer (VFW Quartermaster), Bob Titus (VFW Commander), and Beth 

Magura (recording secretary, Stafford Historic Advisory Commission). 

Notes from meeting: 

Ted Eayrs said that Memorial Hall was remarkably well preserved; stage and sets are rare and worthy of 

preservation; he'd never seen such a full set still extant in his many years of building conservation work. 

Ted said: Do not restore the decorative work to pristine shape. Leave it alone; protect it the way it is. 


Ted said: Do intervention where cracks and obvious damage is. Where chunks have fallen out, maybe do 


not repair. Could do more damage if you tried to fill in the lost area. 


Where cracks appear, maybe don't repair since adding new material could introduce problems. 


Ted Eayrs advised against air conditioning. 


Butch Clark: asked about insulation and climate control. Ted is against the use of insulation because it is 


a barrier to moisture. 


Rich Shafer mentioned his intention to cover the grill work above the chandelier in the ceiling of the 


sitting hall during the winter, when the sitting hall will be heated. Ted Eayrs did not oppose this idea. 


Rich Shafer said he proposed to heat the hall at 50 degrees during winter, raising the temperature to the 


high 60 degrees when people will be using the hall. 


Butch Clark recommends exploring the use of geothermal for heating and dehumidifying. 


Butch Clark favors exploring a geothermal system and the use of sustainably insulated ductwork under 


the sitting hall. 
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Regarding the $40,000 quote to paint the exterior, Ted Eayrs said: "Crazy money! It shouldn't cost 


anywhere near that!" 


Ted Eayrs advised to install heating and cooling without locking in moisture and cool enough to keep 


moisture out. 


Use and protect as a unique historic property. 


No insulation so building can breathe. 


The group headed outside at the end of the visit . 


Butch Clark was standing next to Ted and Walter, his son. Ted told his son that the roof is in bad shape. 


This raises the question of when the last roof reshingling had been done. No one knows. 


Ted definitely recommended stabilizing the exterior so there are no leaks. 


Ted also spoke against sand blasting. He recommends painting with a brush, not spraying paint on 


the exterior. 


[end of meeting notes with Blackburn Building Conservation] 
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Appendix 2 to 8/26/2010 SHAC Meeting Minutes 

To: Stafford Historic Advisory Commission 8/26/2019 

From: Beth Magura, SHAC Recording Secretary 

SUBJECT: Notes taken on Aug. 16, 2019, during the site visit to Memorial Hall (in Stafford Hollow) of 

two representatives of the John Canning Co. (David Riccio, architectural materials specialist, and 

David Wenchell, architect) 

People present for the meeting: Leonard Clark, SHAC chairman; Rich Shafer, VFW Quartermaster; Bob 

Titus, VFW Post Commander; Donald Passardi, SHAC member; Beth Magura, SHAC Recording 

secretary 

NOTE: I did not take extensive notes since, after an initial tour around the building with the group, Mr. 

Riccio and Mr. Wenchell, went about the business of checking out the building. John Canning Co . was 

paid in advance a 25% deposit before this site visit, and they will write an initial assessment report, 

based on their findings. 

The group went into the basement below the 1867 sitting hall of Memorial Hall . There is a furnace there 

that sends hot air into ductwork. Hot air flows in the hall through vents visible in the birch floor. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM OBSERVATIONS 

Electrical wiring in the basement was deemed to be poor. One could hang temporary lighting down 

there for workers. Opening the bulkhead doors was one approach to shedding light on the cavern-like, 

cob-web laced basement. 

Beth made the observation that (1) a light should be installed at the top of the stairway that leads to the 

sitting hall furnace. In Beth's opinion, any person asked to work on the furnace would not be inclined to 

stay down in the basement for long. What kind of workmanship can you expect in that kind of 

environment. "Do unto others, as you would have them do unto you ." 

There is no light on the stairs that go down to the furnace/restrooms under the stage (the part of the 

building constructed in 1902).There should be a light switch at the top of the stairs so a person does not 

need to descend to the basement in order to reach a light switch. 

Gaps between foundation stones permit light into the basement. Repointing the foundation stones was 

mentioned by someone. David Wenchell cautioned that repointing should still permit the foundation to 

expand and contract as it has done for decades. Beth Magura mentioned silicone caulk as something 

flexible; David said there are other materials that can be used. 

Two types of lathe in sitting hall stairwell 

In the stairwell going to the sitting hall basement, two types of lathe are evident: lathe split by hand on 

the western wall and machine-made lathe on the north wall of the stairwell. 

Regarding the Sitting Hall walls, David Ricco said there was no other paint under the decorative 

elements visible today on the plaster sitting hall walls . 
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In the late 1800s, the plaster used was whereas plaster is gypsum-based. Old lime-

based could take a year to dry. Over the top was applied protein-based that was vapor 

permeable. Beth commented on egg tempura, and Mr. Riccio commented it was something like that. 

Lime-based could be pulverized and reused 

At one point, David Riccio, with scalpel in hand, showed us that there was animal hair in the 

which was not uncommon. I could have been horse hair or pig hair. He called it a "float finish," 

where you can see and flecks of animal hair. (This was seen by others after it was 

pointed out.) 

Also visible when viewed were metallic flakes. Mr. Riccio called it Dutch metal, which was 

oxidized and green in color. He when new, it would have even in the dim lighting of the 

day. 

Rich Shaffer commented on finding a invoice for the purchase of 200 of whale oil. 

News accounts of the new addition from 1902 document that electric lighting was used in the newly 

renovated hall. 

David Riccio said that the ceiling had been stained and it was decorated in 1902 with 

stenciling. 

TIE RODS IN THE SITTING HALL: DO NOT SUSPEND THINGS FROM THEM 

The tie rods connecting the east and west walls of the hall were thought by the men to be from 

the 1860s, i.e., from a time close to when the sitting hall was built. 

Rich Shafer mentioned that he and Bob Titus were thinking of fans to push hot air downward. 

He proposed attaching electric fans from the tie rods/cables that span the sitting hall. Leonard Clark 

walked outside to ask David Wenchell, the architect, if this was a good idea. David Wenchell did not 

support this idea. (I have since talked to another architect, who said: "No, that is not what the tie rods 

are for!") 

PAINTING OF THE EXTERIOR 

Rich Shafer directly asked if the exterior could be sand-blasted and spray painted. David Wenchell did 

not approve of this. Both practices are not advisable for historic properties, according to Mr. Wenchell. 

(NOTE: Ted of Blackburn Conservation, who did a cursory site of Memorial Hall 

on Aug. 2, with his son Walter Eayrs, gave the same advice: Do not sandblast and do not spray paint. 

Paint should be brushed on. Mr. Eayrs had earlier interest in bidding on the preservation work 

at Memorial Hall, but wanted to see the Hall firsthand. He and his son by en route to jobs 

were contracted to do in Springfield and Longmeadow. As of 8/26/2019, we have not received a 

proposal from Mr. Eayrs.) 

David Wenchell, the went up into the attic area and examined the rafters. Additional 

supportive wood had been placed in alignment with the original rafters ofthe sitting hall. 
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SUMMING UP THE STATE OF MEMORIAL HAll'S INTERIOR 

Near the end of his site visit, David Riccio, the architectural materials and paint specialist, remarked that 

the decorative work was "in a ruinous state ." Beth Magura, who was chatting with him then, expressed 

surprise at this comment. ''Yes,'' he said, "it is a ruin." 

Someone had attempted to clean the decorated walls at some point, which had been mentioned 

months ago when the Stafford Historic Advisory Commission first began to discuss the condition of 

Memorial Hall. 

Mr. Riccio said that he thought there may have been an attempt to spruce up the decorative work over 

the proscenium arch of the stage. He felt that the shadows were too dark and that was a clue to some 

possible restoration work-though it was a bit heavy-handed. 

At one point, Mr. Riccio was working on the west-facing plaster wall. With his scalpel, he cut off a small 

piece of the pinkish coating. Underneath was revealed a deeper shade of pink. He commented that the 

pigment from protein-based paint is fugitive. He did not make a statement about the relevance of the 

deeper pink . That is, he did not say the wall could be restored back to that color. 

INSULATION/HEATING/COOUNG 

Discussion of insulating the walls ensued . David Wenchell said doing so would move the vapor barrier 

away from the interior surface, where the decorated plaster is. It is assumed that some 

recommendations regarding the wisdom of insulating Memorial Hall would be forthcoming in the 

preliminary report that John Canning Co. will submit. 
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August 19, 2019: Update on the condition of the Allen Bridge 

f- On August, 18, 2019, Beth 
Magura was made aware of 
this hole in the pavement 
adjacent to the Hyde Park 
entranceway wall of the 
Allen Bridge. The opening 
extends under the faux brick 
sidewalk; a wire can be run, 
unimpeded, under the 
sidewalk. 

f- Closeup view of the hole in 
the pavement that, according 
to a Stafford Garden Club 
member, has existed for a 
month or longer. 
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Drainage-related views of Hyde Park Road area: Nov. 2018-Feb. 2019 

(April 2019: Prepared by the Stafford Historic Advisory Commission for the Boord ofSelectmen meeting on 4/02/2019') 

l' -7 Pavement is contoured to direct runoff from nearly 

higher terrain to spill into the Middle River at the end of 

the Hyde Park entranceway wall. Cracked pavement and 

seams between various surfaces may be permeable, thus 

erosion appears to be undermining the area. Rebuilding 
the curbside drain on the west side of Spring Street (in 

front of the Historical Society building) would slow the 

erosion that is destabilizing the southwest wall of the 
bridge and entranceway. 

l' February 2019. Runoff after rainfall flowing 

downhill 

f- November 2018, behind the 
Episcopal Church, Hyde Park 
Road. Cold temperatures after 

snow melt or rainfall produced 
this glacier-like formation that 

captures the pattern of runoff, 

which appears to originate from 

behind the shrub that is visible in 

the photo. Is this runoff from a 

roof drain on the Episcopal 
Church? This runoff eventually 

flows toward the river. 
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